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''Horrendous'' College Job Ma~ket Getting Worse
Despite some encouraging signs University and di rector of the Enthat the nation' s economy may be - dicott Report; an annual survey of
starting to pull out of the worst job prospects for college grads
American recessio n since World nationw ide.
, W ar II, the recovery has yet to
Backin January, the End icottReshow up on campus, and probably port forecasted American busi ness
won ' t in time to help th is spring's w ould offer the Class of '83 11 pergraduates find jobs right away, col- cent fewer jobs than it did the Class
lege placement officers say.
of' 82.
In fact, campus recru iti ng and
"Now," Lindquist says, "it's
the number of job offers to graduat- even worse than we thought."
ing seniors are down again this ( "For the Class of '83, it'll be the
spring, while experts say starting toughest year sihce World War II,"
salaries are laggi ng behind even adds Jack Shingleton, Michigan
the declining inflation rate.
State's placement director and co"Last year was a tough year, and ordi nator of that school's ann ual
this year's going to be even nationa l stude~t job survey.
worse," warns Victor Li ndquist,
Consq uently, -' the summer job
placement chief at Northwestern ma rket w il l be more crowded than

Jose Cardenal At-K ean
By Mark Buckley
On April 19, the Union County
Young Americans For Freedom
sponsored Jose Cardenal as a guest
speaker on the Nicaraguan crisi s.
The lecture was held in Hutchinson Hall with 40 students in attendance and several residents of the
Union County area .
The essence of Cardenal's
speech and subsequent debate is a
salient issue taking place in many
foreign circles. The discussion
centered around the struggle between the Marxist regime in
Nicaragua and the growing resistance movement to which Mr. Cardenal belongs to . Cardenal also
made a specific point to mention
the Ameri can obligation to help
such groups fight against repressive regimes.
Cardenal is a native born
Nicaraguan, w ho was actively involved with the overth row of the
Somoza government in 1979. Carc wal later left the Sandin ista regime because of their leftist leanings and many broken promises.
Mr. Cardenal is now currently
touring several college campuses
across the country telling the students about the true face of the
Sandinista regime. The main crux
of his lectures is this : The cry for
Americans to fight for democracy
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in N icaragua against the Soviet
backed regime.
This is quite an emotional issue
with many of the residents of Central Ameri ca living here today .
When a contradictory individual
debased Mr. Cardenal's statements, many of the attendees
shouted him down with a devestating fury .
Cardenal also stated "The Communists are driving the people out
of their homelands and bringing
much economic ruin for the very
class it wants to help . . . not to
mention a complete deprivation of
the rights of the individual." Cardenal's purpose, if Nicaragua is
freed, is to set up a truly democratic country w ith the elections that
were origin ally promised to the
people. As Cardenal later stated
"The genocidal acts towards the
Misquito Indians and the exporting
of Combloc weapons to the country prove the true intentions of the
cri minal regi me."
Lastly, Jose Cardenal reminded
the audience that it was a shorter
plane ride from Nicaragua or Cuba
to Florida than it is from Florida to
Washington D.C. " Imagine ,what
kind of wall we would have to
erect in Miami if the Communist
threat expands," warned Cardenal.

Lab Seeks Tutors

5
7
9
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Applications are being accepted
by the Writing and Mathematics
Laboratory for its 1983-84 tutorial
staff. Prospective writing tutors
should have good writing skills but
need not possess a command of
-grammatical or rhetorical terminology. Prospective math tutors
should be competent in at least
rudi mentary calculus. All applicants should be academically
above average (B or better), personable, and sensitive to the needs
of less proficient students, particularly developmental students, with
whom tutors are primarily involved .
A broad representation from the
College' s majors is especially desirable. Undergr_aduate appoi ntments are paid the current minimum wage, while those with
bachelor's degrees may, depending upon experience, receive a
higher wage . Workload sizes and
sched ules are flexi ble, but all
eventual assignments are made for
the du ration of an entire semester.
O ffi cial appointments are dependent upon the receipt of two letters
of sponsorship from faculty members.
Interested students may obtain
application fo rms by stopping by
the Writing and Math Lab in J-200
or by calling the Lab at 527-2455 .

ever, With fewer jobs available as
companies continue to delay hiring new employees.
"There' ll be 1,300,000 students
grad uating this spring," Shingleton
poi nts out. "There'll be a million
jobs open."
Liberal arts majors will have the
hardest time finding work, Shingleton' s study found .
Things are better for electrical
engineers, computer science,
business and other engineering
grads, in that order.
But there are still 12 percent

fewer engineering positions ava il- rectl y," rather than relying on camable th is year th an last year, the pus interviews. "This year is just
College Pl acement Council says .
the w orst I've ever seen," she said.
"We' re down about 36 percent
"And wi th fewer recruiters and
from a year ago in the number of fewer offers bei ng made, many
rec ruiters, and we have 18 percent placement di rectors have noted
fewer students be_
i ng interviewed," that students are accepting the first
says Oregon State Associate Place- or second offer they receive," obment Director Marjorie McBride.
serves Linda Pengilly with the Col" In the old days we'd have had lege Placement Council.
200 to 300 recruiters on campus in
"And salary offers are not inthe spring. This year it' s in the 50s creasing like they were several
bracket.·"
years ago," she adds. " For the last
McBride is urging students to few years we saw salaries increas"get out and contact employers di- ing by eight-to-ten percent a year.
This year they've gone up only
one-to-two percent. "
Few experts, moreover, expect
thi ngs to improve greatly in the
nearfuture.
"W e' re seeing a few sectors of
the market beginning to improve like the defense sector - but for the
permanent employment as w ell as most part the so-called recovery
inval uable contacts in the stu- has yet to have an effect," says
dent's chosen field . In addition , in- Northwestern's Lindquist.
ternees can qualify for scholar"And for every one company
ships and other financial aid from that may be hiring a few more
many of these employers.
people this year, there are ten who
Many deadlines are near for are cutting back."
Even if the recovery begins to
these programs. Students interested in receiving more informa- whittle away at the unemployment
tion about these interships and rate, adds Michigan S~ate's Shingscholarships should send a busi- leton, "the blue collar workers will
ness size stamp self-addressed en- be brought back first. Then there' ll
velope to The Scholarship Bank, be a considerable lag before com10100 Santa Monica Blvd . Suite panies start hiring white collar
people."
750, Los Angeles, CA. 90067.

Students Urged To Apply
For Summer Internship
College students interested in
working in summer jobs in their
chosen professional fie lds should
apply now for the thou sa nds of
corporate and governmental internships and work-study opportunities available.
According to The Scholarship
Bank, most internships are sponsored by major corporations and
pay in the range of two to three
thousand for the summer. Many
will pay students' relocation expenses. These internships are good
sources of training and may lead to

Pat Ippolito Named Vice President

In Charge of Student Services
Patrick J. Ippolito of Livingston
has been named Vice President in
charge of Student Services at Kean
College of New Jersey. H is responsi bilities w ere expanded from dean
of students, a titl e he held si nce
June 1977.
Mr. Ippolito is responsible for intercollegiate athletics, intramural·
athletics and recreation , student
affairs, student activities, student
counseling, student health, student housing, financial aid and
special student services.
Ippolito was graduated from
Kean College in 1962 and was an
elementary school teacher and assistant principal in the P9 rsippanyTroy Hills School District through
1965, when he joined Kean's division of field services. In 1970 he
was name assistant to the president
at Kean.
He served on the staff of the
dean of students si nce 1972 as associate dean and acting dean befo re bei ng named dean.
He and his wife, D . Ann, have
two children, Christopher, 14, and
Meredith, 10.

Pat Ippolito takes quickly to his new position.

Holocaust Center Presents Lecture
The Holocaust Resource Center philosophy degree from Saint
at Kean College of New Jersey will Louis University, Saint Loui s, Mispresent a public lecture and forum sou ri.
She has done research in several
entitled
"Confronting
the
Holoca ust - A Christian Persepc- different areas, including a study of
tive" on Tuesday, April 19, at 7:40 "Race Rel ation s and Education, "
researched " Inner City Activities of
P.M.
The guest speaker is Sister Rose Religious Communities," and asThering, chairperson , Department sisted in a national survey - "A
of Secondary Education , and Pro- Self-Study of R~ligious Women in
fessor of Education at Seton Hal l the United States."
Dr. Thering has w ri tten numerUniversity.
Dr . Thering has received na- ous art icles for scho larly jou rn als
tional accla im fo r her work in the in her field , She is an activ~ memfie ld of intergroup relati ons . She ber of over twenty di ffe rent orga ni holds a bachelor's degree fro m zations incl uding boa rd member
Dominican College, Raci ne - W is- of the National Coa lition of Ameri consin; a master's degree from The can Nuns; Vice Pres ident of AmerCollege of Sai nt Thomas, Sa int ica-Israe l Friendship League, Inc.;
Paul , M innesota; and a doctor of Li fe member of H adassah; mem-

her of C-hristians Concerned for Israel ; member of the Israel Study
Group ; board member of the National Catholic Conference for Interracial-justice, and board member of Resource Center fo r
HolocausU Genocide Studies at
Ramapo College.
The Holocaust Resource Center
at Kea n Col lege was established
this year so that future generations
will not fo rget this story and the
events th at occurred. Kea n Co llege
ackn ow ledged that "the histori ca l
lessons of the Ho locaust of the
Jewish people, 1933-45 , . are of
profound importance to people of
all races, religi ons and ethni c
groups."
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Computer Conference

'

More than 300 management curriculum educators will attend a daylong conference May 14 on computer uses in business education in
Downs Hall at Kean College of New Jersey. Sponsored by the Kean Chapter of the Society for Advancement of
Management, the conference, "Computer Based Simulation and Information Systems in Business Education," was arranged to acquaint
educators with simulation, gaming, and business information systems
used in courses.
Registration completion, viewing of exhibits and coffee will take
place from 9 to 10 A .M . Exhibitors include Addison Wesley, DowJones, Dun & Bradstr --t, Houghton-Mifflin, Marketvision, McGrawHill, Random House, Richard D . Irwin, Standard & Poors, and Wm.
C. Brown.
Dr. Herbert S. Parker of Elberon, a Kean College professor of management science and conference chairperson, will open the conference. Others who will address the gatheri.ngs until lunch at noon, will
include Dr. Nathan Weiss, Kean president; Dr. William Biggs of Beaver
College who is president of the Association for Business Simulation and
Experiental Learning; and Celeste Silvers, manager of Electronic Services at Standard & Poors .
Seminars will be conducted at 1 to 2:15 P.M. and repeated at 2:30
to 3:45 P.M. Panels of experts will conduct the seminars on "On-Line
Business Information Systems," "General Management," "Marketing,"
and "Economics, Accounting, Finance ."

By Carmelo Velazquez
improve, progress, grow and, of
Now that this semester is near- course, learn. Since all behavior is
ing its end , do you remember the purposeful, we set goals in order to
goals you set concerning your help us assess our progression. In
grades and overall performance? other words, all activity is conAre you presently satisfying your nected with goal achievement.
objectives? When the semester Very seldom can we achieve a speends, will you have attained the re- cific end with a single action.
sults that you wanted? If your an- Goals usually develop in a comswer is yes, did you alter your plex situation with many aims inplans in any way or was your origi- volved. For instance, a person has
nal plan satisfactory? If your an- some particular goal in mind, but
swer is no, do you know where he/ she also has sub-goals which
you went wrong?
must be attained first. The goal itWe are all, in one way or self being immediate and the first
another, looking for new ways to of many steps toward a more dis-

Commentary

tant resu It.
On the way toward the large or
long-term goal are many shortterm or immediate goals . By these
mid-term goals, we are able to
evaluate whether or not we are
proceeding in the right direction .
Motivation is higher when the goal
is within reach and is clearly visible. If the person is not aware of the
intermediate goals and sees only
the remote goals, he/ she may give
up trying to reach it.
As a person gets older, more of
his/ her goals become remote.
Many activities are directed toward meeting partially or fully a
great many goals. The life of an in- ,
dividual is composed of goals
which he/ she is trying to fulfull.
These goals are not set in a random
arrangement but are arranged according to a plan .
The closer the goals are in time,
the more c le~r-cut and definitely
they can be seen. When the indivi dua1 has planned his goal for a
long period ahead, he can use
them to guide present conduct. As
the maturity of the person increases, he/ she is able to foresee
consequences of their actions .
This ability to foresee consequences depends on their ability to
use words and thoughts effectively .
Are your time schedules on
target or are they way off their
course? Have you given up on your
plans or will everything work out
as you desire? What are you doing
after this semester? After graduation? During the summer? 1n your
life? Come to the Counseling Center we can help you sort out
some areas of confusion and
clarify long-range projections.
We're located in the Bookstore
Building SA 126 and are open and
are open 9-5, Monday through Friday.

A
special
program,
titles from 4:00 p.m·. to 8:00 p.m.
" Dialogue with Company ExecuThe purpose of this event is to
tives," will be sponsored by the
acquaint students with the many
CPP Office on Tuesday, May 10,
graduate and professional schools
1983, 7:40 p.m. in Hutchinson
in New Jersey and New York and
Hall, J-100.
some outside the metropolitan
The purpose of this program is to
area and the various programs and
acquaint college students with the
majors available at these institucorporate structure, the realities of
tions.
the job market, and the skills
Kean College of New Jersey has accepted a " friendly" challenge from .
needed to obtain satisfactory emAnyone considering education
the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey to do as well
beyond
the Bachelor of Arts deployment.
Company
executives
or better in the 30-kiloineter March of Dimes Walk America/TeamWalk
from various corporations will gree, is encouraged to come and
on Sunday, April 24 .
speak .to you about .the job hunt, visit with the school representaUMDNJ last year won the New Jersey State Award in the College and
University category for number of walkers and dollars raised for the available training programs, inter- tives who will be available to disviewing techniques, college major cuss entrance requirements, preMarch of Dimes.
requisite courses, types of majors
Designed to develop friendly competition and team spirit among vs. job title, etc.
As a student, it is very important offered, financial aid, etc.
schools in New Jersey, the cha llenge will help raise funds needed to
This program presents an excelto prepare early to meet the needs
continue and expand the fight against birth defects.
Faculty and staff participants from both schools will line up sponsors of the work world . Please plan to lent opportunity for all to gather
attend this very worthwhile event the information needed to make a
to pledge money for each kilometer the team member walks.
and gain the knowledge and ex- decision regarding advanced eduThe walk begins at Kean College at 9 A.M. April 24 . Awards given
pertise needed to succeed in the cation . Various Law and Medical
to organizations with the highest fund raising records will be presented
current job market.
schools have been invited as well
after the walk at an awards party .
as leading graduate institutions in
Grad & Professional Schools
The Office of Career Planning the metropolitan area.
and Placement will sponsor a proFor additional information such
gram titl~d "Graduate and Profes- as names of schools that will be
Barbara Lindeman of South Orange, d i rector of Adult Advisory Sersional School Program" to be held participating, please contact the
vices at Kean College of New Jersey, has been c ited for advanc ing the ·
on Wednesday, May 11, 1983, Career Planning and Placement
interests of New Jersey women in education by the New Jersey College
first floor lobby of Hutchinson Hall Office at (201) 527-2040 .
and University Coalition of Women ' s Education .
In ceremonies held April 11 at Monmouth College in West Long
Branch, Lindeman was recipient of a spec ial citation for designing, developing and implementing an internship program for re-entry or career-changing women .
The coalition made the Lindeman citati on, two other citation s, two
runner-up awards and its first recognition award in conjunction with the
celebration of its 10th anniversary .
Lindeman's inte~nship program serves women who are re-entering
the Job market or wish to change careers. Its goals are to build self-confi dence, develop self-knowledge, enhance career awareness, and provide work experience.
Under the program interns go through an eight-week self-assessment
,
workshop, lectures help ,with job hunting techniques, placement in a
job, and counseling. The students take part-time, unpaid, supervised
positions .
I'm Sid E. Slicker, and I am
Some of the employers involved include Ciba-Geigy, Educational
pleased to offer for sale a limited
Testing Service, Elizabeth General Hospital, Elizabeth T. Lyons & Asedition of BROOKLYN BRIDGE
sociates, County of Essex, Home Life Insura nce Company, N .J. Public
CERTIFICATES OF
Television, OrthoDiagnostics Inc. , Plainfield YMCA, Prudential Insu rOWNERSHIP!
ance Co ., and Schering-Plough Inc.
Each 11" x 15" two color certificate
Services available through the Adult Advisory Services include cou ngrants the right in nubibus to one
seling, vocational testing, resume consultations, library and resource
uncommon share of the Brooklyn
information and education and employment information.
Bridge with all the rights and
Adult Advisory Services can be re.ached by phoning the college at
527-2210.
privileges that entails.
Rebecca Lubetkin of Rutgers University received the coalitions highWhether you are a college student
est award , the Recognition Award and $500 for her w~rk with schools
or a corporate executive you
to effect sex and race equality. Special citations went to Associate
cannot find a better investment
Alumnae Black Network at Douglass College and Barbara Deede Pomfor your humor portfolio than one
parelli, a student who is president of the Women 's Center of Rider Col_ of these signed , numbered , and
lege . Runner- up awards were made to Mary Ellen Carpek of Princeton
W!Tl-1 Tlii!. C•rttRrat,
ta-.,,. ,. ,,.,.,....,i ., •• .,.,,, "'" ,,..,. ,.,,. .,,_ ,aw a.- , ... a.., ., ...,
, . registered certificates.
University for work· with adult women students and to Anita Voorhees
~'::'~ -::.·:=;"~ _,":: ::=...,-;.,,'"\;:';;:: : ·:::.·:.. ~..... :·::.,:--::,: -·::,:~:
','.",:,:·/.::· ,'::,
,...., . ,.. .,.,..,..11, ,ad,11 ..,.....,._ bl, ,,_, u,,, "I"'" ,:,I """' ,. ,, ,_ uf , .,, "'""" po,,u......,
· I"_,...,,., • . , , tlh r •I•
l .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ..
of Middlesex County College for establishing a day-care center.
...,po.,,..,• fftJl'ff"I wulr,o,,,,
,...t
, t.,,,.., p.- •• •~

March of Dimes Walk America

Barbara Lindeman
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~AiJoin1~~ ~ER:;c~sc.t
Fre~ Pregnancy Testing

• Abortion Procedures • Birth Control
Counsel ing • Breast Screening Clinic
•
•· Complete Obstetrical and Gynecological •
Care • Sterilization Procerlures including
va·sectomies
Phone
for on oppt
Hours : 9 :00 to' S:00 Monday thru Saturday
•

1•

373~2600

Owned & Staffed by N J Lie . Bd . Cert. Gynecologists •

22 Boll St., Irvington, N.J. 07111

f

(Right off Exit 143 . G .S P North .
Near the Irvington Bus Terminal)
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Send coupon or facsimile to:

BROOKLYN BRIDGE
Commodities Exchange
P.O. Box 1882
Dearborn, MI 48121
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You've proven that hard work pays off and your
degree places you on the first rung of your ladder to success. It has taken years of effort and
cost a small fortune to get you this far,
and now. -. .

YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A JOB!
Welcome to the club. We all know that a degree is no longer a passport to a good job. The
people who are most qualified are not the ones
who get the best jobs. The best jobs go to the
people who are most skilled at job-finding.
Most people begin the job search without proper preparation and continue to repeat the
same unrecognized mistakes. Soon, they become discouraged, wondering why things
aren't working out.
WILL YOU BE IN THIS LANDSLIDE MAJORITY?
THE JOB YOU GET WILL DETERMINE THE
QUALITY OF YOUR LIFE FOR YEARS TO
COME.

LET EBS BE YOUR LADDER TO SUCCESS
We teach the steps ... you do the climbing!

· EBSCOURSE
DATE: May 27, 1983
LOCATION: HOLIDAY INN - JETPORT
U.S. Route 1 & Route 9 South,
Elizabeth, New Jersey
TIME: 8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

FEE:$285
DEPOSIT: $85 *
BALANCE: $200* - Due and payable on date
of EBS Course.
REGISTRATION DEADLINE: May 18, 1983

Seating is limited and offered on a first-come,
first-served basis.
Preparation package and supplementary materials will be sent to you in advance of the
course.
FURTHER INFO: at Student Activities Office

THE PLAN YOU CHOOSE TO F.OLLOW IN
YOUR JOB SEARCH WILL DETERMINE
THE JOB YOU GET.

EXECUTIVE BUSINESS' SERVICES
will teach you job-getting methods
that produce resu Its.
Our course is an organized plan of
action, based on careful preparation
methods and proven tactics.
There are no short-cuts or . m·agic
formulas; it takes work to get the job
you want.
We will teach you what you need to
do and how to do it.

____ ~

.._

• Payments by Check or M.O. only- To: Executive Business Services. Deposit is non-refundable because it
reserves your place in the EBS Course.

NOTE: We're in for a long day. Bring your lunch. Beverage will be supplied.

r----------------1

Executive Business Services

I

. P.O. Box 38, Avon, New Jersey 07717
1 Please reserve a place for me in the EBS Course, for
I which I have enclosed the $85 deposit.

1
1

I .Name

:

II
I

I

Executive Business Services I
P.OBOX 3B • AVON, NEW JERSEY 07717 • 201 •922•0090

Pag_eJ

I

_

School _

_

____________

_ _ __

_______

Academic Major
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
City _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _Zip _ _ _ _
Telephone

I
I
I

I
I
■

-------------------------------------
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The Independent elections have taken place and new student
leaders have been elected to write and manage the Independent
for the 1983-84 school year. The new Editorial Board took office
on April 28th, 1983.
The Independent underwent a few changes due to our elections held on April 24.
As the new Editor in Chief, I would like to take this opportunity
to welcome into office the new Editorial Board.
.
i
Lori Rapuano
.. . . Managing Editor
Carolyn En·gle· . · .-. . .
--.
. ·i.- •· . ' i .•- News1. Edit(i)r ·
Danny Rodgers- .. ·.
. Asst. News Editor
Nanette Strehl ... ·.
. .· : . Feature Edito'r
Joyce M. Jimmerson
. .
. Asst. Feature
Editor
0
Marta Jaremka . ..· . .
. .. .. ~··.. --·"sports ~dftor .
Mark ·Freiling
Photography Editor
Craig Stuart, Benjamin J. Tugend
Asst. Photography -Editors
Dave Harbour . . . .
. Arts & Graphits
Rosana Botash . . . .
Copy Editor
Rose Emily Reinoso
Asst. Copy Editor
and yours truly,
Michael Angelo Alfonso . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'Editor in Chief
The Student Organization Executive Board has also made
changes. The new officers for the 1983-84 year are:
Ed Jude . . . . .
. . President
Patty Vazquez . . .
Vice President
Yvette Crawford . .
. ... Treasurer
Stephanie Schibe\\

Assistant Treasurer
. ..... Secretary

Cynthia Young

Mary Anne Rowe
Assistant Secretary
Cindy Marconi
National Student Affairs Director
Marti Manco . .
Senior Class President
Barbara McNeil
Junior Class President
Jennifer Coyne
Sophomore Class President
Student Organization celebrated is annual Changeover ceremony in a festive manner Friday evening in Downs Hall. The
theme this year was a Hawaiian luau. All funded groups were invited to· send one representative to join the 1982-83 Student
Council and the new Executive Board in celebrating the
Changeover.
The ceremony was casual and upbeat as each Executive Board
member shared with the others goof awards and remember when
• . awards. After these were completed, Executive Board members
were presented with awards of appreciaJion for service and the ~
changeover -was made:1"he evening' c<;>htinued with Hawaiian '
foods and dancing.
•.
i\
To cont~Aue on this note/ as '¢e 'neow Editor in Chief, it is my
sincere hope that the new Independent Editorial Board and the
new StLJd.~nt Organization Executive Bo~rd can promote a better
working relationship between the:two groups.
The Independent will remain · open to and represent funded
groups and student opinions in all areas of student life, education
and pertine.nt issues effecting Kean College.
I would also like to extend an invitation to all students and
funded group members to stop by our offices and get to know how
the staff and the lndepen_dent operate.
It is through your feedback and information that the Independent wi 11 grow and become a more successfu I college newspaper.
Sincerely,
MAA, Editor in Chief
1983-84
;.i

• .

., • ..,.

.

\
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Excluded Graduates
To The Editor:
This letter is written to bring a particular incident to light that might
be of interest to future graduates.
· •·
In preparing for graduation we were advised that pigtu~es would be
taken for the yearbook. For many graduates, like our~Jlves, were unable to have this done. However1 we assumed that although our pie~
tures would not be in the yearbook, our hames would be listed as being
part of the June 1982 graduating class. Needless to say it was a great
disappointment to discover that only those graduates who had their pictures ·taken were included in 'the yearbook. ALL OTHERS WERE

EXClUDED.

•

.

I

••

'

We feel this practice is unfair and that ALL graduates should be included in their yearbook, either by a picture and name or name only.
' It is too late for us, but we hope future graduates will feel it worthwhile to change this practice and will work toward that end.
·.

Kathleen Russo
Linda Slatnick
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Mama Leone's Feast
To The Editor:
All year long I have written to you about how the Council is supposed
to be an organization that is united. This, however, is one situation
where I must speak out against the actions of my fellow representatives.
The Funded Groups and the Council have just finished going over the
Finance Board's Budget proposal of next year. All who were involved
' hold Yvette Crawford and the Finance Board in the highest regard for
doing a difficult job and doing it very well.
The reason I am writing is the apparent need for the Exec. Board and
the Finance Board to allot themselves STUDENT FUNDS so they can
go to Mama Leone's and THE MANOR for their year end dinners.
I feel that at a time when, throughout this whole year, the funded
groups are crying for more funds and the Finance Bd. is screaming for
Fiscal sensibility, it is wholly improper to use student money for these
sort of° things. What about the Counci I People, Ii ke Jan Arnold and Marti
Manco to name just two, who do just as much as the above listed groups
and do not even go recognized? If there were money available for these
dinners I think I would be ·the first to appropriate the funds to such deserving individuals as the Finance Board and the Exec. Bd., who do a
'
great deal of work and.deserve·a tribute. They do not seem to remember
that the Coul')ci I is here-because of the Funded Groups and not the other
· way around . •-., ,_.- ·
.
. ·
-;
·
·
William Kraus .;

...

;'·

•,,

..

~~aduati:on Day
Dear Brand-New Editor,
For those of 'us who have fought the system known to ·us all as Kean ·
College:· we have one last battle; one last attempt by the school to issue·
itself a tribute to its inability to serve the students.
I have seen friends r'obbed of credits as they approached graduation,
credits that had allegedly transfered here years ago. I have seen students
suffer the horrors of in-·person registration and I have seen the students
turned into human ping-pong balls in the administration building,
bouncing from floor to floor amidst a sea of red tape.
For those of us who have survived and fought the good fight, the reward is graduation, our big day in the sun . The announcement letters
came in the mail last week. Does graduation take place on a weekend?
No. On a weeknight? Of_course not. Graduation will take place on a
Thursday morning at 10:00 A .M . This, obviously, eliminates any possibilities of working parents or friends attending th ceremony. Terrific.
Should there be "extreme weather conditions" the ceremony will
take place on the ensuing Saturday. Does this mean we sou Id do a rain
dance and hope our day in the sun is actually a day in the drizzle?
Even if a diploma can no longer guarantee a job, graduation is still
a day when one can look back with a sense of accomplishment, a day
to share with those who helped get us there . I suppose we'll have to
wait until that evening to say, "Boy, you sure missed a great commence•ment speech!"
Without comics or a column,
George Falkowski

My Experience With S.C.A.T.E.
· The Student Committee for Advancementthrough Education (S.C.A.T.E.),
is a course offered here at Kean for students of any major. It is an upper-level
cours~ that,js worth 3 college credits. This course is for students who would _
like to volunteer their time and effort in helping out in the surrounding comni·unjty. A student registered in the S.C.A.T.E. course can do 40 hours of voluntee~work.atji:Js.taboutany Service Organization in this community. A student that fives O.l!tside this area can also do their hours in their surrounding
community as long as it is at a Service Organization.
I am a graduating senior here at Kean College,. majoring in Management
Science and I found this course to be a very rewarding experience. I volunteered to teach African dance and exercise to the little girls of the Irvington
community. My volunteer work was done at the P.A.L. Center in Irvington.
I taught girls from the ages 8 - 14 that are members of that particular cent~r.
The girls were very excited to hear that someone was coming in to work with
them. Most of the. girls are from very low-income families and can use some
special attention. There was one little girl that grew very attached to me.
After dance class, she would stay and talk to me. I wou'ld help her with her
homework from time to time. She seemed to really appreciate the extra time
I put in with her. She has no sisters and one younger brother. It appeared
to me that she looked up to me as her big sister. I am really honored that
I could help someone to feel special. At the beginning of my field work experience I was very nervous that the girls would not take my efforts seriously.
Now that I have completed my hours, I am overwhelmed by how the girls
reacted to my efforts.
I would like to continue to work with these girls again in some way if at
all possible. I will be graduating this semester and it will be very difficult for
me to continue my dance class there, but I will try to participate in any urban
commuinity in which I am surrounded.
I recommend anyone of any major to take this course during their college
career. Again, it was an extremely rewarding experience.
Katrina-Dakotah Brown

Soot on Stairwell
To The Editor:
. The residents of Bartlett Hall have gratefully recognized the efforts
made by the maintenance staff in improving the overall cleanliness of
the building. Yet one common area in every one of the dorms remains
filthy. These are the stairwells. Considering that the elevators a~e more
often than npt inoperable, which is not the fault of most residents but
only a certain few irresponsible-individuals, we've all taken to using the
stairs, much toourdis~ay.. .
•
_
·
It would certainly be appreciated if ·the stairways ' could be maintained as we!_I as the halls have been as of late.
Janet Wienkop
· Bartlett Hall resident

.·Letter to the Editor
As a sfudent at Ke·an College I am writing to you to express my c9ncerns regarding the present laws restricting obscenity and pornographic
literature and movies, etc.
The present statutes relating to pornography in anatom izing pornography and its arborizations, were appropriate at the time they were
enacted into public law. However, with the increase in acts of sex related violence and pornography, I feel that it is imperative that our legislators encourage our government to work towards achieving stiffer
penalties in relation to pornography and obscenity. ·
It is clearly stated in the New Jersey Statutes that "Governemtn has
the right to punish those who pander to perverted sexual engrossment
of a minority by supplying them with materials for a price. " (State vs .
Shapiro - 1973)
lri view of this, I feel one of the main contributing factors of increc1sing
sex realted acts of violence, and pornographic material, is because we
aren't "enforci ng" the laws related to obscenity. ~ence, provided that
we ." uphold" the laws that w~ institute for the benefit of our society,
th~re shquld be little or no reason for the seemingly uncontrollable
amount of ooscenity and pornography despensed into our community.
In conclusion, I would like to say _that I feel confident that you share
my concern, and will take firm stand on preserving the decency of
our community.
Ralph C. Witcher
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Cuba: Yesterday And Today
ByJim Kurdyla
On April 29th in accordance
with the Hispanic Cultural Festival, the Downs Hall area was the
scene of the Cuban Committee's
special presentation on the political situation in Cuba and Angola.
The program entitled Cuba : Yesterday and Today, featured various
commentators stating their views
about the way of life in both coun, tries .
The first featured speaker was
Pedro Gonzales, a member of the
organization for Cuban Students in
Exile (ABDALA). In his lecture to
the crowd, Mr. Gonzales reported
that the Cuban people have suffered much under the oppression
of the Spaniards and Castroites.
"Cuba, " as Gonzales explained,
"used to enjoy much prosperity
since its independence in 1902.
·But now that Cast o is in power,

Cuba is suffering from massive unemployment and social decay."
After Gonzales finished, Dr.
Radames Martinez, a native of
Penor Del Rio, Cuba, presented
his talk. Martinez stated that the
fate of America would be determined by the events in Central
America . Martinez also said that
Americans should not view the
Castro regime as all powerful because armed resistance is taking
place on the island as of today . Enrique Oneido, a veteran of Brigade
2506 (Bay of Pigs) took the floor
from Dr. Martinez by announcing
his diehard intent to liberate the
Cuban people and let them decide
their own fate as the 1959 revolution originally intended.
When the Cuban members of
the
panel
finished,
Marco
Samondo of the Angolan Resis-

Pop: Robert Gordon
By Craig Stuart
On Saturday, April 23, Robert
Gordon and his band performed at
the Royal Manor in North
Brunswick. The band is currently
touring our area.
Gordon opened the set with
"The Walk Is Just The Way I Walk"
to a very receptive audience. He
was clear and strong as he lead the
band in and out of their repertoire.
With the second tune "I Love My
Baby" the band showcased their
talents as each member played a
solo. The six piece band-contained
two guitarists, one drummer, one
uprite bassist, two saxophonists.
The guitar solos were very quick
and tights with fine rockabilly licks
and exceptional slidework. The
uprite bass supplied a full body to
the sound as well as a great driving
force w hen adjoined with the
drumwork. The sax section added
the swing to complete the sound of
one of the best rockabilly bands
around today.
At one point, the Iights went out,
came up in blue, and the band
played Bruce Springsteen's "Fire."
Their version of this great rock-nroll tune, which was set to sultry
twang, was the best performed
song of the evening. The audience
danced from the beginning to the
end as Gordon sustained the high
energy level throughout the song.
The set closed with "Black Slacks,"
and this was performed with a
heavier rock beat then we are regularly accustomed to. The red hot
encore left the audience exhausted
yet elevated and, needless to say,

wishing for more.
· Robert Gordon and his band are
one of the best rockabilly bands
around today and they look and
play like they've been around for
awhile as well. If you like to dance
and hear good rock-n-roll, then do
yourself a favor and go see them.

tance (U.N.I.T.A.) displayed his Mr. Samondo, "All is not lost be- riotic activities of U.N.I.T.A.
movements flag to the attentive au- cause the U .N.I.T.A. forces are When this was finished, the panel
dience. The movement, headed by giving the Cuban troops hell via answered a series of questions
Dr. Jonas Savimbi, fought against nymerous victories and it now oc- posed to it by the audience. The
the Portugese for their indepen- cupies 2/ J of the Angolan pro- presentation was to put it very
devce for over 15 years. After An- vinces. " Samondo declared also, bluntly, educational and informagola was free from the Portugese, "The struggle will be long, but we tive to a huge degree. It was cerCuban troops invaded the nation and Dr. Savimbi will make the sac- . tainly refreshing to hear the true
when the Russians learned that the rifice."
side of the matter from a series of
Mr. Samondo then held a slide individuals who' ve encountered
populace would elect Dr. Savimbi
as their leader. "However," said show report showcasing the pat- oppression first hand .

Kean Dane~ Group To Perforlll
The Kean College Dance Group
will present dance concerts in two
parts in the Wilkins Theatre for the
Performing Arts, at Kean College.
The first series of dances by the
28 member company, under the
direction of William Chaison, director, choreographer, and assistant professor at the college since
January, 1980, )Viii be at 8:15
P.M. Thursday, May 12, and
Saturday, May 14. It will feature
three
premieres.
They
are
"Rocker," choreographed by Jay
Jenkins of Union Township to
music by Michael Jenkins of Atlantic City, both students; "Pslamus"
from Igor Stravinsky's "Symphony
of Psalms" and George Gershwin's
"Rhapsody
in
Blue,"
both

Q;~

choreographed by Chaison .
Also scheduled to be presented
with the first program are "Passing"
from music of J.S. Bach and "Orchid" by Noel Pointer, also both
choreographed by Chai son .
The second series of dances will
be presented at 10 A.M . and 8:15
P.M ., Friday, May 13, and 2 P.M .
Sunday, May 15. Included will be
"Reflections," winner of the Regional American College Dance
Festival in 1982, choreographed
by Chaison to music by Gene Harris and Pat Metheny; "New
Breed," choreographed by Jay Jenkins of Union Township, to music
by Prince, Michael Jackson of Atlantic City, and ABC, a musical
group, and winner of the 1983 National American College Dance

•

Festival in 1983. This program also
will include "Voices" choreographed by Stacy Sofman of East
Brunswick, a student to music by
Eberhard Weber and "Pslamus"
will be repeated .
Chaison teaches dance in the
physical education department.
He holds his bachelor's degree
from the University of Houston
and his master's of fine arts degree
from New York University.
He studied dance at the Dance
Theatre of Harlem and the American Dance Center and has danced
with companies such as the Houston Jazz Ballet and the Alvin Ailey
City Center Dance Theater. He
began choreographing after he suffered a back injury.
Admission is free.
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Music Box
Trivia
By.Craig Stuart
1 . Who
played
the
keyboards for The Nice?
2. The B-52s as well as
DEVO are from w hat state?
3. Robin Trower was the
guitarist from what band?
4. Phoebe Snow is from
what N.J. town?
5. Who w rote "summerti me
bl ues?"
6. Elvis Costello was previously employed in w hat field?
7. Who is Robert Zimmerman better known as?

Answers
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"Lysistrata"
By Olivia Ross
" Lysistrata, " a Greek comedy by
Aristophanes, was performed by
the Kean College Drama Department April 28th through May 1 in
Wilkins Theatre.
•The theme of the play is a young
woman 's desperate appeal to her
countrymen to stop their warfare .
By enlisting her fellow female citi zen's and the women from the
states that were at war, she was
eventually able to persuade the
men to sign a peace treaty. The
humor originates from the choice
of weapon employed by the
women in negotiating with their
men: the withholding of sex .
Aristophanes' play was set in
Athens and their prominent enemy
was Sparta. This version, 'instead of
being in ancient Greece, was set in
outer space on a planet named
, Gammadon . The adversaries were
the people of Aton and Sparton.
The set was futuristically-decorated with triangular three-dimensional shapes, lit up with vivid pink
and yellow lights. The Treasury
doors slid open and shut and
looked like doors that one might
see in a space ship, such as Captain Kirk's U .S.S. Enterprise. Set
design was by Robert Alan Harper.
Lighting design was by Pegeen
Shean .
The costumes were colorful,

erotic and appropriate for the time.
Costume design was by Toni
Nanette Thompson.
All of the music was original ,
score by Michale Kessler and lyrics
by Greer Sucke. The sound was
rich yet kinetic, a cross between
New Wave rock, Rhythm and
Blues, and Jazz .
The singing group, the Furies
(Kathleen Fogarty, Valeece Broadway and Sandra Kimbrough), were
professional and vivacious. Their
third number, "Cold Shower" was
crisp and together. "Honey Man"
was a great song in which the
Furies sent a heat wave through the
audience.
The dances were rhythmic and
energetic. Choreography was by
Cheryl A. Mironczuk.
Lysistrata, Tracey Davis, was
beautiful and articulate, always in
full command. Aristophanes' brilliant analogy of the weaving of a
woolen cloak and of bringing two
warring nations to peace was well
done.
The Magistrate was played by
James Cronin. He brought life to
his character and demonstrated
professional assurance.
Lysistrata was a noble and successful effort. All should be commended for their participation.
Special thanks should go to Greer
Sucke whose tireless energy produced a winner.

THE FURIES, Kathy Fogarty, left, Valeece Broadway, and Sandra Kimbrough perform the opening number
in "Lysistrata."

Women vs. Science and Math
"Sc ience anxiety, like its sister,
math anxiety, acts as a career filter
against
most
women
and
minorities ... Lacking many role
models and facing covert (and
overt) messages about their ability
to grasp science, they shy away
from anything techpical in numbers far greater than their proportion in the population." So say the
experts! There is also a great deal
of research which suggests that
both
physiologically
and
psychologically females are predisposed to a life of failure and anxiety in the fields of math and science . So, what can we do about all
this?
How To Encourage Girls in
Math and Science: A guide for
Parents and Teachers (available in
paperback for $7 .95 or hardcover

The Official Kean Graduate
Board Exam

of 150, and all three equal 300 de-

Statement of Policy: We, the
noble sufferers, had to take an
exam to be admitted to these hallowed labyrinths of knowledge .
After many lugubrious yea rs of toil,
we feel it is only fair th at students
be compelled to take an exam before leaving.
This test is designed to ensure
you have experienced the complete osmosis of knowledge that
Kean has offered you. Please feel
free to submit this exam to the Independent, and we will be happy
to grade your exams and publi sh
the results. Deadline is Monday at
12 : 15 pm .
Directions: There are three sections to this exam. Circle whatever
answer you feel is correct and
good luck to all.
PART ONE: MATHEMATICS
1. Kenny the janitor in the College Center has 3,000 keys and
500 pens . He loses two keys and
five pens . How many does he have
left? (A) 3,492/550; (8) 73/495 ; (C)
2,998/495 .
2. A student commutes to Kean
for four years. If he drives for eight
semesters, using three different
cars, how many nicks and
scratches will he get in his doors
each week? (A) 3; (8) 300; (C) lnfinite.
3. There are 600 maintenance
vehicles, and 12,000 students,
and two known campus policemen. What are the approximate
odds of a campus cop seeing a van
run a student offa bridge? (A) 10-1 ;
(8) 1-1 ; (C) 3-1, but only if the cop
is between quarters in the game
room.
4. There are 417, 276 hornets
frequenting campus garbage cans
and four students with 12 oz. cans
of orange soda . How many hornets
will attack each student, and how
many ounces· of orange soda will
each hornet drink? (A) 300,000/
.0395; (8) 104,319/.000115; (C)
105,629.2/. 0067 .
·1 ' 5. There are three trash cans in
I the cafeteria. When Harry empties
one, the decible level reached is
80. Two emptied cans have a level

I

- cibles . What is the average decible
level per can? (A) 60 deci bles; (8)
100decibles;(C)3,578decibles.
PART TWO: LOGIC
1 . The Kean cafeteria only
serves Fink bread. There are 40
slices in a loaf of Fink. Thirty stu dents order grilled cheese. If 6 of
the 40 slices are found to be
moldy, how will the lady make all
the sandwiches? (A) She will improvise with yesterday's toast; (8)
She will cut the bread lengthwise
and charge double; (C) She will get
another loaf of Fink; (D) They
close .
2. There are six students left.
They also order a breakfast snack
special. They get: (A) bagel with
butter; (8) butter with bagel ; (C)
butter, ¼ pound; (D) butter and
chipped beef.
3. A student is forced to appear
at in-person .registration, and h~r
last name begins with an "A" . St
will (A) register first; (8) regist r
next to last; (C) not register an
drop out; (D) transfer.
,
4. Oliver is a graduating seniqr
majoring in Mathematics. He is
graduating in three years and has
compiled a perfect 4.0 GPA. Ht
has also had one of his theories
presented to the Nobel committee.
He is the consummate mathematician with job offers from all over
the globe. He will: (A) Never
marry; (8) Join the Kean maintenance crew to get his very own
van; (C) Go bald; (D) Both A and C.
PART THREE : ANALOGIES
1. Harry : cafeteria :: (A) Pierre :
Vaughn -Eames; (8) El train : tenement; (C) liberal : bomb.
1
2. Parking : Kean :: (A) life: Mercury; (8) rain- : weekend; (C) beer
: campaign efforts.
3. Fly : cafeteri a:: (A) chair :
table; (8) attendance : classes; (C)
cuisine: Downs H all.
4 . Efficiency : Administration: :
(A) honesty : students; (8) stability
: Middle East; (C) beer : pitcher.
Clipanddelivertothelndependent office, CC119, ri ght near the
funny orange lounge and the
candy stand . Be sure to include
your name and class (yes, underclassmen are eligible) .

·---- ------ -------- ---

photo by Mark Freiling
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By Linda Zamer

--------------------By Christopher Bober
andCeorgeFalkowski

----

at $15.95 plus $1.00 for handling
from Prentice Hall , Englewood
Cliffs, NJ 07632) offers specific
strategies to help girls in problemsolving, investigative skills, and
logical reasoning, and encourages
them to pursue interests and careers in math and science. University ·
counseling centers are offering science anxiety and math anxiety
clinics to help students learn study
skills and gain techniques for coping with anxiety .
The National Science Foundation provides information on math
and science careers and women in
math and science. A film exploring
the reasons why many young
women are "turned off" by high
school math and science seeks answers through women who are already established in scientific
careers. The film, ca lled "Science :
Women's Work," presents the

message that by taking math and
science cou rses, high school
women keep open a variety of op'tions.
A panel of 25 corporate employment experts concluded that poor
communications by schools and
business schools is a major factor
in why so few women hold technically-related jobs. Suggestions for
improving the situation are: promote technical opportunities to
fema le students early in their career, promote information about
successfu l women role models, redesign precollege educational materia l to attract girls, educate their
parents, and provide more technical scholarships for women.
For additional information on
this subject, please contact the
Campus Center for Women, College Center, room 112, or ca ll us at
extension 527-2294 .
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Now, Horizon's.Member Banks Offer You a Choice of Affordable Loans:
Loans (SSL)

Parent or
Auxiliary Loans (PLUS)

• 9% Annual Percentage Rate

• 12% Annual Percentage Rate

• Up to $2,500 per year for
undergraduates

• Up to $3,000 per year for
dependent students

• Up to $5,000 per year for
graduate work

• ·Up to $2,500 per year for
independent undergraduates

• _
R epayment starting six months
after graduating or leaving
college

• Available to anyone, regardless
of income

Guaranteed Student

. ·•:·A_
u tomatic approval for families
.. ,:~ w·i th incomes of $30,000 or less
..,

'

·/·

...

~ Approval tor families earning

• Repayment begins ~O days after
loan is received
•

.
.
,
,

<

· · Ove_r $30,000 who pass a,. needs
, test . , ·

.

..

• Available to parents :or students

.

CON.TACT ANY OF ·OUR MEMBER BANKS LISTED
BELOW _FOR INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS, INCLUDING OUR FREE PAMPHLET
"HOW TO FINANCE A. COLLEGE EDUCATION".

For fast action, call .
our toll free
.
STUDENT LOAN HOTLINE:

(800) 223-0725.·

American National Bank
Marine National Bank
Northeastern Bank
Princeton Bank
Equal o ppo rtunit y lend er• M ember Fed eral D epos it In suran ce Corp oratio n

/
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Notices• Notices• Notices • Notices • Notices • Notices
Do You Want To Understand
The Meaning of Dreams?
Discover the Secret Knowledge of Dreams at the

"Dynamics of Dreams" Seminar

What is Jazzercise?
It's a DYNAMIC & EXCITING workout that will actually
sweat pounds off. Jazzercise will 'increase your fle xibility ,
coordination, balance, posture, muscle tone & reduce stress.

.NEW CRANFORD LOCATION:
;.

~

Sunday - May 15 - 1 :00-4:00 p.m.
Coachman Inn, Cranford , N.J.
Garden State Parkway, Exit 136
Topics: Classification of Names, The Importance of
a Dream Journal, Seeing the Past and Future in
Dreams.
For lnfo"rmation call 381-9090
\

Gold Metal Nautilus
18 N. Union Ave.

Call for further information:

665-2268
Anne Pope - In stru ctor

NEW SESSION BEGINS
MAY 9th
,

Career PlanninQ pnd Placement Office Announces

Three·l~por1ant Seminars
••All Students - Especially Seniors**
Dear Student:
,
• May I takE: this opportunity_to i_nvite 'you to att~na cl special program.,
Dialogue with Company .Executives," sponsored, by the CPP Office on
Tuesday, May 10, 1983, 7:40p.m. in Hutchinson Rall,J-100.
_
The purpose of this program is to acqu_aint college students with the
corporate structure, the realities of the job'market, and the skills needed
to obtain satisfactory employment. Company executives from various ·
corporations will speak to you about the job hunt, available training programs, interviewing techniques, college major vs. job title, etc.
As a student, it is very important that you prepare early to meet the
needs of the work world. Please plan to attend this very worthwhile
event and gain the knowledge and expertise needed to succeed in the
current job market.
Dear Student:
The Office of Career Planning and Placement cordially invites you to
attend a "Graduate and Professional School Program" to be held on
Wednesday, May 11 , 1983, first floor lobby of Hutchinson Hall from 4:00
p.m. to8:00p.m.
The purpose of this event is to acquaint you with the many graduate
and professional schools in New Jersey and New York and some outside the metropolitan area and the various programs and majors available at these institutions.
If you are considering education beyond the Bachelor of Arts degree,
we encourage you to come and visit with the school representatives
who will be available to discuss entrance requirements, pre-requisite
courses, types of majors offered, financial aid, etc.
This program presents an excellent opportunity for you to gather the
information you need to make a decision regarding advanced education. Various Law and Medical schools have been invited as well as
leading graduate institutions in the metropolitan area.
For additional information such as names of schools that will be participating, pleas contact the Career Planning and Placement Office at
(201) 527-2040.
All Students
***Especially Education and Senior Education Majors•••
Dear Student:
As a prospective educator,
very important workshop has been
planned for you as part of our effort to acquaint Education Majors with
the realities of the teaching profession.
The CCP Office is sponsoring a "Dialogue with School Hiring Officials," on Wednesday, May 18, 1983 at 7:40 P.M., In Hutchinson Hall,
J-100.
Educational hiring officials from several school districts, including
non-traditional education settings, have accepted our invitation to
speak to you regarding effective Interviewing techniques, certifications in demand, personal traits needed for the teaching job, how to fill·
out an application properly, etc. All information will be relevant and
worthwhile, to help you prepare for the educational job market. · · ·
We encourage you to make every effort to attend this very important
and informative seminar. We look forward to seeing you on Wednesday, May 18, 1983.
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AllledJ~ealth Workshop
May7, 1983-Saturday
In J-100
Starts at 9:00 wiJh coffee,
donuts, and Introduction and
Registration . Break for lunch at
12:00. Ends at 4:00. Registration fee oi $1.00 which includes Lunch , Coffee and
. Donuts.

Presentations given by:
• Chiropractic
•Nursing
• Physical Therapy
• Occupational Therapy
• Medical Technology
• Medical Records
Rap-Up with Team meeting;
treating a patient & the various
roles of each profession in this
treatment.

ATTENTION!!!
Applications
now being accepted
for Student Organization
and College Committee!!!

=~

NORTHe
JERSEY
GYNECOLOGICAL
CENTER PA

Testia1.

FREE

c-•li..
Stalt l1cens•d
Board C••tohed
Gynecotogosrs
Compl•tt
Gynecological

c...

40
UNION AVENUE
IRVINCTON
NEW JERSE Y

•

NOUD$ 9-~
MOAOAY TNRU
SATIIADAY

•

VISA

MASII R CHARGl
ACOPTIO

F,male / Male
S1euh1a11on

1201 1 375 -0800

Otherside of Western Civilization (Chodorow)
Psychology of Adolscence (Jersilo)
Audiology (Newby)
How to Write for the World of Work (Pearsall)
Introduction to Computer Programming (Snelly)
Speech Communication (Brooks)
Interpreting American History (Garraty)

Bookstore
Buy Back Drawing
1st Prize - 10 Speed Matsuri
2nd Prize -$50.00 Gift Certificate
3rd Prize-$25.'o0 Gift Certificate
Enter as many times as you like

College Committees :
Retention&
Tenure Committee
Athletic Board Committ~e
etc.

PROTECT YOUR BOOK

See V.P. Student Org.
(Student Center Rm 12.8,
· Near the Pub)
~ for Applications

Anyone_interested in becoming an
Advertising Manager
for the Independent
please call 355-0174 or come see us in the
Indy

FREE
Prepancy

Invitation to Biology (Curtis)
Macro Economics (Reynolds)
Micro Economics (Reynolds)
Introductory Algebra (Bila)
Intermediate Algebra (Bila)

Student Ora. Committees:
Finance Board Committee
Social Committee
Election Committee
etc.

.,

I ~,

•

lnvestiaate Teaching
E.A.S. 2lf>ci Field Experiences
In Multicultural Elementary Schools

During the Fall Semester there will be Introductory Field Experiences
in Elementary Schools, an elective offered to all majors - 3 semester
hours.
•
Enjoy, observe and analyze teaching and learning in urban and suburban elementary schools. Ten full days of guided visits. Keep Wednesdays free.
For further information please contact the Department of Education
Arts and Systems at 527-2175, 2176.
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The best time to ~II is

right after. ~ur (mal
exams .. . Just bnng
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bookstore!
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Classifieds
For Sale
Brand new tire
E-31, 15513"
from Dodge Colt.
Call 527-2960.
$25.00, jack included.
All kinds of typing expertly
done at low rates. I have a
B.A. in English. Please call
289-2726, or if no answer,
354-4055. Pick up and delivery available.
Summer Jobs: $800 a
month. Do to expansion, inJernational co. is now accepting applications. Care•er positions available including mgt. training . For interviews call 348-6446 ext.
204 between 10 and 6 pm.

Young Ladies & Young
Men interested in entertainment field. Any type of talent. Please contact Mr. Anthony Cataldo at 353-1907 .
1381 North Ave. , Elizabeth
NJ07208.

Immediate cash paid for
used novels and college
text books call 374-4584.
11 am - 8pm. AskforTom.

Pregnant?
Need Help?
Tired of being a number in a
clinic? Be a patient in a
Physician's Office. Free
pregnancy test and birth
control information.
289-7200

INDEPENDENT

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
43 " Every hero becomes a bore
1 Fisher-":Emerson
5 Like a serial story:
46 -July
Abbr.
50 " Eroica"
9 Fourth, in football
52 First, second or
13 Final product of
thirdreason , to Hegel
14 Under, to the poet . 53 Memorable
" Hostess with the
15 Steinbeck
mostest"
subject
54 "The Seven 16 Leading: Phrase
Itch"
19 Tithe
55 Freeman Gosden
20 Twelfth and
56 Memberof
others
Adam 's family
21 Leftovers
57 Concordes
22 One sixteenth of
DOWN
a peck
1 Accounting prin23 Taketheciple (first in, first
25 At second out), for short
26 Housing agcy.
2 First among the
29 -Lama
Aesir
30 Fish dish
3 "second to
31 Tenth year in
none"
Edward the Con4 Final: Phrase
lessor's reign
5 Homonym for a
32 King who
possible " sixth"
launched the
ACROSS

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Armada: Phrase
Afrikaans

Eleventh " - , wha hae ... "
Small letter:
Abbr.
In the 70s F.
Blemishes
Large number
Othello, for
instance

6 Witness's first
utterance

7 Tothedegree
8 Dressedto9 Finger, French
style
10 A-one: Var.
11 Chamberlain
12 Rorem and
Sherrin

RU TH & WARREN

14 - o f Ab,
Jewish feast day
17 Aftersecundi
18 Gain first sight of
22 Dimmer
23 Orchid tea leaves
24 Sacro25 Sound of tedium
26 First or ground
27 First indications
28 First and
seconds
29 Govt. divs.
30 Bedtime31 Joe and Gene
33 Apparitions
34 Naval force of a
kind
39 Stand investigalion
40 " Stars and
Stripes Forever"
man
41 First and second,
aboard ship
42 One twelfth of a

Dave Harbour

j(l))b OF A ,,#4.0 1.s
A ~MTED 'l5Y A MAW
{,(/l11/ ",A ~:ST? •
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I

year
43 Mouth of a

canyon
SecondMother of Apollo
Sports gathering
Hurries
He prays: Lat.
Monograms of the
32nd President
51 Five dollar bill

44
45
46
47
48
49

MY BROKER

MIKEY
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Jan & Lori

Dave Harbour
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ByMartajaremko
There comes a time in every reporter's life, when her or she fi nally gets to do the BIG ONE . In
my case, it was interviewing my
first celebrity, Carlos Alberto, who
came to Kean Wednesday, April
27th, for Hispanic Cultural and
Unity Week . For weeks prior to the
interview, I was quite excited, and
was the envy of all my Cosmos fan
friends .
With the unli m ited help of a
friend, Chris O' Brien, a list of
questions was carefully made up.
It was a good, long list and I was
satisfied . I hoped they wou ld be interesting enough to Mr. Alberto
andtothecollegecommunity .
One the day of the BIG EVENT.
I dressed in all my finery. Dark
blue pinstripe skirt and jacket, high
heel pumps. Sharp, very sharp.
That was my first strike, for little
did I know that I'd be completely
overdressed. (This fo reshadows
more problems to come. Read on .)
As was suggested to me, I brought
a tape recorder to make the interview permanent and easier to
comprehend because Mr. Alberto's accent is slightly heavy. But
when I tested the recorder, the
sound quality was so poor that his
accent would be even more unintelligible. Things were looking
worse .
Time was drawing nearer to the
event (I coulc:1 tell from my sweaty
palms) . At about 1 :30, Rose-Emily
Reinoso, oneofthecoordinatorsof
the event, called. She told me to
come to the front of the administration building to wait with her. I ran .
out on those spike heels, which
had already begun terrorizing my
feet. We stood together and talked
nervously; then we were joined by
the Dean of Students Pat Ippolito.

All of a sudden, a white mercedes
whipped into the parking lot. A big
burly blond in a three-piece suit
and sunglasses (classic bodyguard
stuff) stepped out of the drivers side
and then, Mr. Alberto stepped out.
That was when I saw I was overdressed - he was wearing jeans
and a Hispanic Cultu ral and Unity
T-shirt.
I clutched my sweaty notebook
and approached . After all the introductions the w hole procession
walked through the Administration
building, greeting people along
the way. We stepped into the
Dean's office where everyone
chatted and relaxed and I just
stood by and trembled. Emily ran
around wondering where channel
41 was(theyweresupposedtofilm
it). Then the group moved over to
the student center. I tried asking a
few questions along the way but
writing and running after a celebrity in high heel shoes is a skill I have
not yet acquired. When we got to
the student center, I thought
maybe he had a radar-like device,
because a mass of people instantly
moved in on him. I was pushed
into a corner and watched fifty
people wave pictures in the poor
man's face, and he graciously obliged with autographs .
· The mii:ssses then followed Mr.
Alberto into the Little Theater. I followed behind them and fell into a
seat next to the body guard, Bill
Potter, who I learned was also his
manager and your basic Man Friday and Tonto combined. During
the course of the talk, I realized
that I wasn't getting anything out of
it because it was all in Spanish. Oh
Well. I leaned over to Bill and
asked him what Carlos was saying.
Bill shrugged and laughingly replied that he'd been working for

Carlos for two years and still didn' t
know Spanish. Strike three - I
should have taken a crash course
in Spanish .
I left the theater and wandered
about looking for my photographer. No sign of him. So I sat
around Sloan lounge and watched
Chris O'Brien and Mark Hamulak
kick a soccer ball around . At least
I understood w hat they were saying. Bill walked out and asked me
to make my interview short because Carl os had to leave by 3:30.
Yes, I agreed, figuring I'd have
plenty of time with my idol .

mercedes sped off.
Friday morning, dressed more
humanly, I made my way to Pat lppolito's office . Eleven rolled
around - he'll be here any minute.
11: 15 . . . Pat and I discuss my
grades . . . 11 :30 ... Pat calls
their .office . .. no sign .. . Pat
says he'll call me when Carlos get
there . . . I went back to the Indy
office . .. and GUESS WHAT?
Carlos never showed up. later I
find out he was worki ng out at
Giant Stadium with Pele and Franz
Beckenbauer. Hell, I'd give up an
interview to work out with Beckenbauer!
About 2:45, the doors swung
So this was the story of how I alopen and the crowd moved over to most interviewed Carlos Alberto.
the grill room . Aha, I thought, Now don't get me wrong - he's a
now's my chance. But, noooo . .. nice man and he has a very tight
more autographs and picture tak- schedule. I understand . Maybe
ing. Well, he is, after all, their idol, someday I wj ll get a chance to inso they're entitled to it. but I was terview him . But for now, I' m still
the only member of the press - I'm ~aiting for the BIG ONE .
entitled too! My photographer
showed up and complained that
there wasn't enough light int he
room for pictures. Wonderful .
Time was ticking away. Threefifteen, still signing autographs . I
asked Bill if they could stay longer.
No, they hacl a press conference
thatevening. 5well . 3:20 .. . 3:25
. .. 3:30 . .. Bill insisted it was
time to leave. We ran after Carlos
outside and he apologized for not
having time to talk. I smiled
weakly and said it was no problem. We nabbed him for a few pictures then followed him to the car.
I was disappointed, but then ...
BRAINSTORM! Carlos wasn't
leaving for Brazil until Friday and
would be picking up his son at
Kean at noon Friday. Yahoo! I'd
get an interview after all! Eleven
o'clock Friday mornin~ - GREAT!
We waved goodbye and the white

INTELLECTUAL
SOFTWARE
PRESENTS

s~r~~LSAT

on the

by Jonathan D. Kantrowitz,
J. 0 ., Harvard Law School

Comprehensive com puter-assisted instruction, tea•
luring automatic timing, scoring,
branching, extensive analysis
and documentation.
•

Apple, IBM PC disks:
$195.00

I

Av~ilable exclusively from:

r~J

Queue, Inc.
5 Chapel Hill Drive
Fairfield, CT 06432
l-800-232-2224 or

(203) 335-0908

Women's Soccer

MEETING
Wednesday, May 11th
3:15
D-133

MANDATORY!

Althletic Department
Equipment

SALE
May 1 7th -College Hour
1 :40-6:00

D-133 (Small Gym)

j
Rose-Emily Reinoso and I fl~nk Carlos (see, I wasn't lying!)

NA._.,......,,, Inc., ........... N.'t Sele U.S. I........ e

Imported Moosehead. Stands head and antlers above the rest.
USE YOUR HEAD WHEN YOU DRINK MOOSEHEAD.

photo by Craig Stuart

By Darren Drapkin
The Kean College baseball
team, after trailing early, used the
long ball against Staten Island to
win the game at home by the score
of 15-8, on April 26th .
Led by Bob Morotto's three-run
homer and two-run shots from
M ike Fernandes and Dave Starr,
the Squires raised their record to
12-5. Starr added 4 hits in the
game, wh ile Fern andes had 3 RBl 's
to go along w ith 3 hits. Glen Higgins also added 3 RBl 's for the
Squires, whi le Greg Weber belted
a tri ple to help the cause.
Mike Puerari came in relief in
the fourth inning and pitched up
the win despite being inj ured by a
ball thrown in the ribs from catcher.
Chris Cavanaugh.
The fol lowing day, early wild-

ness from N .J.I.T. and timely hitting by Kean helped an easy 17-2
victory at home. Kean , raising their
record to 13-5, got timely hitting
from both Higgins and Billy
Feehan.
After a couple of walks, Higgins
hit a base loaded single that drove
in three runs to give Kean the lead
in the 1st inn ing.
The big blow came in the second inning when Feehan belted a
grand-slam horne r to put Kean up
7-0. Feehan follow ed that one with
a three-ru n horner in the fifth .
Along with Feehan's RB l' s and
H iggins' five, John Cirri and Mike
Murray each had 3 hits for the
Squires.
Hank Handel picked up his fifth
vi ctory by givi ng up just five hits
throu gh the fi rst eight innings.

On Friday, April 29th, Kean ral lied and overcame a 9-0 deficit to
beat Trenton State. It was their
14th win overall , and more importantly, they picked up a win in the confereAce.
After fall ing behind 9-0, runs in
the fourth and si xth inn ings pulled
Kean up wi th two runs. The big hit
in the sixth inning was a line drive
double by Moratto for two RBl's .
Weber added a solo horner to cut
the deficit to 9-8 in the seventh inning. After fall ing behind 11 -8
goi ng into the bottom of the ni nth,
W eber started the tying rally with a
single fo llowed by a Mike Fernandes double. Feehan then hit a
two-run single to cut the lead to
11-10. Glen H iggins then doubled
home Feehan to tie the score at 11 .
Three inn ings later, a W eber

walk sandwiched between singles
by Starr and Fernandes had loaded
the bases, Feehan delivered once
again with a single to win the
game.
The big hitters for Kean were
Weber, Feehan and Fernandes all
with four hits apiece . Hank Handel
won in rel ief for vi ctory number 6.
O n Saturday April 30th, Kean
met the big test and handled it
w ell. Show ing a " never say die" attitude, the Squi res earned a split
with high ly respected William
Paterson, who came into the game
at 19-4 .
Even though they lost the fi rst
game, 9-8, the Squires show ed
what they were made of. Traili ng
7-3 with 2 outs in the bottom of the
6th inning, a dramatic pitch-hit
grandslarn homerun by Kevi n Pur-

Kean Baseball: NCAA Playoff Bound?
By Darren Drapkin
The Kean baseball team, playing
in perhaps the toughest conference
in the country for Division Ill
schools, have a legitimate shot at
the NCAA playoffs after going 4-1
during the week to raise their record to 15-6 overall.
After spl itting w ith William Patterson (20-4), the Squires now
must beat Montclair State (21 -6)

and Ramapo (17-9) over the next
week . With four games divided
evenly between the two teams,
Kean must at least split to make the
conference playoffs. At that time,
Kean will have as good a shot as
any team to win the conference
title, shown by their recent performance against top quality teams .
Billy Feehan, a sophomore designated hitter, has been on a torrid
hitting pace for the Squires .

Feehan now leads the team w ith a
batting average of .463, hits with
3 7 and RBI' s with 31 . Over the past
week, he has had 16 RBl' s along
with 2 Horneruns. Glen Higgins
had 14 RBl's over the week and
continues to bring up his average,
now .342 .
Mike Murray still leads the team
in homers with 7 and is batting
.447 . All the starters are batting
over .338 .

Chri s Cavanaugh, Kean 's excellent freshman catcher, has his batting average up to an even .400 for
the season .
Hank Handel leads all the pitchers with 7 victories and a 3.37
ERA. He also has the most innings
pitched at 45 1/3 innings, while
striking out 47 batters . Carlo Buffa
is second with victories with 3 and
strikeouts with 45 in only 39 1/3 innings pitched .

cell tied the score at sevens . In the
final inning, after a horner put WP
back in the lead, Mike Murray
socked an equally dramatic shot to
tie the game once again . Kean fi nally lost the game 9-8 in extra innings.
In the second game, instead of
collapsing, the Squ ires ra llied
once again to w in the game.
Trailing by three run s, Purcell ,
doing what he has done all year,
delivered in the cl utch as a pi nchhitter. A two-run si ngle knocked in
the run s needed for Kean to wi n by
a score of 8-5 .
Feehan continued to be red hot
with another four hit day, while
Fernandes helped with a solo
horner. Also, excellent relief by
Kerry Liptrot and Hank Handel
kept Kean close throughoul the
game.

N.J. State College
Conference record:

w

l

Montclair St.
William Paterson
Glassboro St.
Kean

6
6
4
4

0
2
2

Ramapo
Trenton St.
Jersey City St.

4

4

Kean Tennis Wins Four-In-A-Row
By Maureen A. Sweeney
On Friday, the Kean College
Men' s Tennis team increased their
winning streak to four in a row,
only to have it broken on Monday,
by Jersey City losi ng 5-4 .
In Friday' s m atch against Wil li am Paterson College the Kean
squad sw ept all six singles and all
three doubles giving them their
first shut-out of the season .
Mark Rava increased his reacord
to 7-5 by defeating Mark Landzert
of W illiam Paterson 6-4; 6-4 . Mike
Pugl iese and Fred Munoz also had
good games defeating their opponents. Phil Cheung who plays 4th
Singles, had his first varsity victory
of the season . Leroy Foreman and
Carlos Saavedra won by forfiet due
to a shortage of players on the
Paterson team.
In doul51es Rava and Pugliese
defeated Landzert and Frank
Doigo 8-4, in a pro set. Saavedra
and Foreman finally got their

chance on the courts and easily de- first doubles in a close three set
feated Steve Nicklas and George match with Rava and Pugliese
Cheery 10-6 in a pro set. The third being defeated by the Jersey City
opponents. The Double' s team of
doubles was won by forfiet .
Foreman and Munoz teamed up to
"The team has shown great im- bring home their sixth consecutive
provement Coach Dar:,gizer says, victory defeating their opponents
" It's just too bad it took us thi s long 7-5 ; 2-6; 6-3. Both men played
very well and are confident that
to get going."
In Monday's match against Jer- they w ill do w ell in the State Tournament on Saturday. Saavedra and
sey City the Kean squad lost two
Cheu ng won their fi rst doubles viccritical tie breakers Mark Rava w as
tory defeating Jersey City 3-6; 6-0;
defeated by Terry M claughlin of 6-4 .
Jersey City in a grueling two hour
The team will be going to the
match 6-4; 1-6; 6-7. Mike PugState Tournament on Saturday in
liese, Fred Munoz and Phil
Montclair. They will be facing the
Cheung lost to JerseyC ity in tou gh three top teams in the Conference,
matches. Leroy Foreman got his Montclair,
Ramapo,
and
third consecutive victory at 5th Glassboro. The Squires have a
singles defeating Ron Usou in chance at 'the conference title. If
straight sets 6-3; 6-4. Carlos they win they will have a shot at
Saavedra also won defeating Raul the NCM title.
Cabto 6-2; 6-7; 6-2.
pho tos by M arie F. Freiling

In doubles play, Kean lost the

Mike Pugliese displays backhand form.

Mark Rava serves against William Paterson.

The Kean College Men's Tennis!earn.

4

5
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